Minor Code: 467/13.0501                         Contact: Jeff Goodman
department of Curriculum and Instruction          goodmanjm@appstate.edu

The Minor in Media Studies consists of the following:

I. REQUIRED COURSES: 6 SH
   CI 4810 Introduction to Sight and Sound (3)
   CI 4830 Media Literacy (3)

II. ELECTIVES (Select 9 SH from the following): 9 SH
   CI 4552 Advanced Video Production (3)
   CI 4740 Photography and Digital Imaging (3)
   CI 4770 Intermediate Photography and Digital Imaging (3)
   CI 4825 Non-fiction Film and Video (3)
   CI 4840 Beginning Video Production (3)
   CI 4860 Audio Documentary Production (3)
   CI 4940 Media: Image and Influence (3)

III. TOTAL HOURS REQUIRED FOR MINOR: 15 SH